2017 Survey on Costs and Returns of Tomato Production
Training Documentation Report
The 2017 Survey on Costs and Returns (SCR) of Tomato Production will cover
two (2) provinces per major island group namely: Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur in Luzon,
Cebu and Iloilo in Visayas and Bukidnon and Misamis Oriental in Mindanao.

Training is one of the quality control mechanisms used by the PSA. Before the
survey operations, training is conducted to have a uniform understanding of the survey
concepts and procedures among those involved in the project. It is noteworthy to say
that the SCR questionnaire requires a lot of data from the sample farmer. Aside from
costs and returns, the questionnaire being used also covers relevant qualitative
information that would aid in explaining the costs and returns of production data. With
this, the questionnaire is designed to capture data on joint costs and allocation of
common use of inputs. Farmers are asked about their percentage of use of a particular
investment item or input and it has not been an easy task for both interviewer and
interviewee. Hence, the PSA invests a lot in training to ensure collection of accurate and
acceptable data.
To ensure uniform understanding of the concepts and procedures, two (2) levels
of training were conducted. The 1st Level Training was held last 13 to 16 June 2017 at
ACE Hotel and Suites, Pasig City. It was participated by selected staff of the Central Office
(CO) together with the representatives from four (4) Regional Statistical Service Office
(RSSO) and six (6) Provincial Statistics Office (PSO). The five-day training covered the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rationale and objectives of the survey
Survey concepts and procedures
Filling out of the questionnaire
Editing and coding of accomplished survey returns
Mock interview and clearing of issues
Administrative matters
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The 2nd Level Training was simultaneously conducted on 26 to 30 June 2017 in
the provinces of Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur, Iloilo and Cebu. The PSO and/or RSSO Staff who
attended the 1st Level Training served as trainers while the hired Statistical
Researchers (SRs) served as the trainees. Each training was assisted by two (2) staff
from the Central Office (CO). An extensive discussion of rationale, objectives, survey
methodology, filling out the questionnaires, and administrative matters was done.
Thereafter, a dry-run survey in a non-sample barangay was conducted to practice the
statistical researchers in collecting data and at the same time be able to address the
possible issues that would arise during actual data collection.
Lastly, the training/workshop on data processing system, data review and
validation of the results was held on 14 to 18 August 2017 at SEDA Vertis North, Quezon
City. This was also participated by selected CO staff and PSO staff from Ilocos Norte,
Ilocos Sur, Iloilo and Cebu.
A customized data processing system using MS Excel was developed
encompassing data capture, data cleaning and data tabulations. The ease of using MS
Excel encouraged data analysts to tap the software in generating estimates. This
training/workshop was conducted to ensure the correct processing of information
following the completeness, consistency and accuracy checks of the various data items.
The activities covered during the five-day training/workshop were as follows:


Discussion on the rationale and objectives of the training and workshop



Discussion on the data processing system: Data Entry Program



Hands-on encoding of survey returns



Discussion on the procedures on data review, data cleaning and
updating of Flat File: Error-Listing Program



Workshop on data review, data cleaning and updating of Flat File



Presentation of preliminary outputs: Costs and Returns Table
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1st Level Training: Regional and Provincial Participants

VISAYAS GROUP
REGION 7

REGION 6

ILOILO

CEBU

Region/
Province

Name

Region 6
Western Visayas

Elmer S. Tumlos

Iloilo

Nelida C. Amolar

Region 7
Central Visayas

Ma. Cristina L. Biglang-awa

Cebu

Ferdinand Francisco E. Salapa

Region/Province

Name

Region 1
Ilocos Region

Teresa B. Olarte

Ilocos Norte

Maynard G. Bugarin

Ilocos Sur

Melchor S. Bautista

LUZON GROUP
REGION 1

ILOCOS NORTE

ILOCOS SUR

MINDANAO GROUP

REGION 10

BUKIDNON

Region/Province

Name

Region 10
Northern Mindanao

Maria Evangeline N. Non

Bukidnon

Rene C. Lauro

Misamis Oriental

Luis O. Compo

MISAMIS ORIENTAL
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In preparation for the training, the trainers and facilitators from the Agricultural
Accounts Division (AAD) arrived at ACE Hotel and Suites, Pasig City on 12 June 2017 at
exactly 2:30pm. They arranged the room assignments of the participants, organized the
materials and prepared the conference room for the training proper.

TRAINERS & FACILITATORS
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Registration and Opening Ceremonies

Day 1
The registration started at 8:30 AM on 13 June 2017. Ms. Angelica L. Feliciano
served as the emcee and formally opened the training with the invocation and singing of
the National Anthem. This was followed by Panunumpa headed by Ms. Revelyn R.
Lizardo, Mission and Vision by Ms. Arjie M. Cantancio, Core Values and Quality Policy by
Ms. Delilah G. Bassig. Thereafter, the participants danced through the PSA Jingle led by
Ms. Lorna R. Corpus.

Ms. Corpus

Ms. Cantancio
Ms. Feliciano

Ms. Lizardo

Ms. Bassig

Mr. John Carlo C. Katibayan then gave the instructions on how the participants
would introduce themselves.
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Arrival of Participants

Registration of Participants

Singing of Philippine National Anthem during the first day of the 1st Level Training
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Training Design and Structure

The training design and
structure were presented by
Ms. Frances Ann G. Alisuag. As
an introduction, she said that
the presentation on training
design and structure will
allow everyone to have an
overview of what is to expect
during the entire duration of
the training. In addition, she
noted that the presentation
will show guidelines or rules
by which the participants can
effectively carry out the
training to a more systematic
and logical method thus, for
better learning. Moreover, she
reminded that hopefully by
the end of the training, it
would produce effective trainers
and field supervisors especially for the
conduct of survey on costs and returns for tomato
production. She concluded her presentation with a quote:
“When you know better, you do better.”
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Survey Background, Rationale, Objectives, Concepts
and Estimation Procedure
Ms. Maria Carol G. Duran, Chief
of the Agricultural Accounts
Division of the Macroeconomic
Accounts Service (AAD-MAS),
discussed the background,
rationale,
objectives,
methodology, concepts and
estimation procedures.
She initially greeted everyone a
good morning and reminded
the participants that the survey
is not new to them. She
mentioned that during the time
of the former Bureau of
Agricultural Statistics (BAS),
several surveys on costs and
returns had already been
conducted.
An example is the 2013 CRS Garlic and Onion
conducted in Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur which was
participated by Mr. Melchor S. Bautista; the 2014 CRS Sweet
Potato and Cassava in Bukidnon with the involvement of Mr. Rene C. Lauro and many
other surveys of the costs of production. She also stated that the survey before was done
on adhoc basis since the funds were dependent to the Department of Agriculture (DA).
Now, that we are under the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), this type of survey will
be done on a regular basis with different commodities covered every year. Lastly, she
said that tomato is one of the important commodities highlighted in the performance of
agriculture and the last survey on tomato was conducted on 1998 of which the data is
outdated. Thus, the Management decided to come up with the latest data on costs and
returns of tomato production.
Some issues/concerns raised and the resolutions/agreements made during the
discussions were as follows:
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Topic
Concepts and
Definitions

Reference Period

Issues/Concerns
How do we classify
chicken dung, as soil
ameliorant or fertilizer? If
classified as fertilizer, is it
inorganic or organic?

Resolutions/Agreements
Based on international definitions,
chicken dung is mainly used as fertilizer.

Why do we have different
reference periods for
Luzon,
Visayas
and
Mindanao provinces?

The reference periods are based on the
seasonality of the crop or on the peak
harvest months per province. In Ilocos
Norte and Ilocos Sur, the peak harvest
months are from April to May. In Iloilo
and Cebu, May to June are considered
peak harvest months while September
to October in Bukidnon and Misamis
Oriental.

Can we adjust the
reference
period
of
Mindanao to January
2017 to December 2017
instead of January 2017
to September 2017 only?

No. we cannot further revise the
reference periods to cover until
December 2017 as this would have
implication on the entire survey
operations (workplans and budget).
Moreover, this was already considered
in the approved survey clearance.
Finally, this was validated by the PSOs
and SCR focal persons during the pretest
of questionnaires in Ilocos Sur, Iloilo
and Bukidnon. Upon verification at the
PSO Misamis Oriental, it was agreed that
they will comply with the January 2017
September 2017 reference period and
exhaust possible ways to complete the
75 sample farmers.

Given the reference period,
Misamis
Oriental
is
concerned that they may
not be able to complete
the 75 sample tomato
farmers. As per their
monitoring, many of the
tomato farmers this year
already shifted to tobacco
and napier grass due to
greater demand.

In the past, classifying fertilizers
whether organic or inorganic was very
challenging. In the list of fertilizers from
the Fertilizer and Pesticides Authority
(FPA), there are commercial fertilizer
products which are both considered
organic and inorganic (Ex. Crop Giant).
In the case of own-produced fertilizers
such as chicken dung or animal manure,
we cannot accurately say if it is really
organic as there may also be inorganic
contents. Thus, the team decided that
for this SCR, we will have general
classification as FERTILIZER under the
material inputs.
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Topic
Reference Period

Survey
Methodology

Issues/Concerns
In
the
previous
implementation of SCR,
the reference period
pertains
to
the
completed
harvest
during a particular year.
If the reference period of
this SCR is different, are
the
results
still
comparable?

Resolutions/Agreements
During the pretest, it was suggested to
define the reference period as the last
completed cropping cycle which
includes land preparation up to
harvesting. That way, recall problem
on the part of the respondent can be
minimized.
The 1998 Costs and Returns Survey of
Tomato Production was already
outdated thus it was proposed to
conduct another SCR to generate
updated data on costs and returns of
producing tomato. The results may not
completely be comparable considering
the time periods (from 1998 to 2017)
and the definition of reference period.

Are the results from The costs and returns data are
each
island
group comparable across provinces. The
comparable?
differences
in
technology
and
practices can further be inferred from
Do we generalize the the results.
costs and returns data
for the Philippines?
We do not generalize the results for
the Philippines even if the covered
provinces are the top tomato
producing provinces from each major
island group. Moreover, we estimate
for the average costs and returns and
not the totals.
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Message from ANS Ilarina

ANS Vivian R. Ilarina greeted everyone good afternoon and delivered her
message. She was thankful and very pleased to see that all the covered provinces have a
representative for the SCR training despite the busy schedules.
According to her, she was
initially confused on why the
implementing team chose to conduct
Costs of Production Survey (CoP) on
Tomato instead of other commodities
which are of high value. But when she
read the background of the study and
heard from Ms. Carol G. Duran, Division
Chief of AAD, the importance of Tomato
in the performance of agriculture, all her
questions were answered.

She reminded the participants how
important it is to study and learn the
questionnaire and instructions so that when
we go to the field we will be able to collect
the correct data. The first level training is
important for PSOs and RSSOs who will
serve as trainers to all SRs in their
respective provinces. She quoted NS Lisa
S. Bersales’ statement that “We, the
Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA),
provide the right information for the
right people in the right format and in the
right time.”
As her final message, she emphasized the need to focus our effort to generate
really good data for the costs and returns of tomato production so that the results will
be beneficial for our clients and stakeholders.
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Filling-out the Questionnaire
The following were the topics and corresponding presenters regarding the
procedures on filling-out the questionnaire:
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The discussion on General Instructions
up to Questionnaire Control No. (QCN) was done
by Mr. Ronnie R. Hermoso.
Issues/concerns on
questions were as follows:

Topic
Screening
Questions

the

screening

Issues/Concerns
Resolutions/Agreements
Item #2: "Is the tomato farm Group-operated farm is defined
group-operated?"
as the type of farm in which two
or more individuals share the
Issue: What do we mean by profits and liabilities of the
farming business.
group-operated?
This was particularly true in
Iloilo as noted in the pre-test
results. This type of farm
operations is not qualified for
the survey due to the difficulty
in accurately identifying the
percentage use of owned
investment items and other
costs by the group of farmers.
This would also entail higher
budget and longer time as the SR
needs to gather the group of
farmers involved in the business
for the interview.
Item #3: "Did you plant and No. The reference period stated
harvest tomato anytime in the questionnaires for Luzon
within “________________________” and Visayas provinces are
(reference period of the different from the Mindanao
province)
questionnaire. The reference
Issue: Can this item be period for Luzon and Visayas
generic for all provinces? provinces covers September
Can we just put a slash (/) 2016 to May 2017 while January
in the stated reference 2017 to September 2017 for
periods?
Mindanao provinces.
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Topic
Screening
Questions

Issues/Concerns
Item #6: "Was 20% or more
of your harvest damaged by
flood, drought, pests, and
diseases, etc.?"

Resolutions/Agreements
20% damage refers to the
production and not the area.
There are cases wherein a
certain area may be damaged
due to soil siltation but still the
Issues: Is the 20% damage farmer is able to get the desired
pertaining to the area or production.
production? What is the
There were previous studies
basis of the 20%?
which stated that when 20% or
more of the production are
damaged, the returns of the
farmers will be low. We are after
the costs and returns under
normal conditions.

Item #7: Are you a contract Contract
growers
usually
grower?
involve bigger companies while
a financier refers to an
Issues: What is the difference individual or a small group of
between contract growers people or cooperatives who
and financiers? Can we provide funds/capital for the
consider all types of contract farming operations.
growers regardless of their
mode of financing since it is a Considering that it is a common
common practice in the practice (whether the mode of
province?
financing is in cash or in kind or
both) it was agreed to delete the
"go to instructions" on item 7.1
and account for all modes of
financing. The participants are
reminded to ensure that
respondents can accurately
account for the expenses.
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Block A (Farm Location) and Block B (Sample Identification) were presented by
Ms. Eulalia A. Gungon. The issue/concern raised and resolution/agreement made during
the discussion was as follow:
Topic
Block B:
Sample Identification

Issue/Concern

Resolution/Agreement

It was suggested that
educational code used for
SCR conforms to the codes on
PSCED since the occupation
codes in SCR are already
based on PSOC. This was to
establish standards in the
codes being used by the
various surveys of the PSA.

The codes used for the
educational attainment was in
preparation for the data
processing. In the survey
clearance, there were no
comments as to standardizing
the said codes. For the
meantime, let us follow what is
in the manual for SCR while the
suggestion can be applied in
future projects.

Day 1 of the training was adjourned at 5:20 PM.

Filling-out the Questionnaire

Day 2
Day 2 of the training started at 8:30 AM.
The host team for the day comprised of RSSO
1, PSO Ilocos Norte and PSO Ilocos Sur. The
invocation was led by Mr. Maynard G. Bugarin
while a brief recapitulation of yesterday’s
activity was delivered by Mr. Melchor S.
Bautista.
Ms. Eulalia A. Gungon continued the
discussion on filling-out the questionnaire
particularly, Block C (Basic Characteristics of
the Farm). Afterwards, Ms. Delilah G. Bassig
presented the procedures for Block D (Farm
Investments) up to Block E (Material Inputs).
Finally, Ms. Frances Ann G. Alisuag discussed
the last three topics for the day: Block F (Labor
Inputs), Block G (Other Production Costs) and
Block H (Production and Disposition).
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The trainees actively participated in the various topic discussions. They asked
questions to clear some issues and shared insights regarding their experiences on
tomato farming and in the conduct of this type of survey.

Discussions between participants and CO Trainers

Participants took down important agreements/resolutions
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Below were the issues/concerns and resolutions/agreements during the day:
Topic
Block C:
Basic
Characteristics
of the Farm

Issues/Concerns

Resolutions/Agreements

For Item #1: Do we need to
arrange
the
parcels
chronologically
by
the
harvesting month?

No need. Record the data as per
response of the farmer. Later on,
all costs shall refer to the focus
parcel which has the latest
completed cropping cycle.

In the given illustration For
Item #5
What is the usual cropping
pattern? 3
TOMATO-CORN-SWEET
POTATO
Issue: Given the illustration,
the definition of cropping
pattern is not consistent
with the number in box
beside the item. The pattern
is only one. What does the
number in the box refer to?

The "Box" refers to the number
of crops planted in a given
cropping pattern in a year
(reference
period).
The
verbatim answer should be
consistent with the box as in the
illustration; the farmer stated
three crops planted in the focus
parcel during the reference
period. The number indicated
inside the "box" for item #5 is
important in the derivation of
depreciation of investment
items.

For Item #13: Who/What The sources of seeds were
was/were
the
source/s particularly indicated in Block C.
planting materials?
since there are statistical tables
generated specifically for that.
Issue: Code 2 - DA/LGU on This way the DA/LGU can easily
this item should be the same check on the proportions of
in Block E, Column 6 mode farmers who sourced their
of acquisitions (code 31 seeds/seedlings
from
the
from
government- DA, department. Block E, column 6,
LGU, etc.).
code 31 is used to countercheck if the inputs indeed were
sourced from the government.
Block D:
Farm Investments

Do we consider food given to
animals as part of the
maintenance?

Yes, anything spent for the
animal that was owned and
used in the focus parcel during
the reference should be
accounted.
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Topic
Block D:
Farm Investments

Block E:
Material Inputs

Issues/Concerns

Resolutions/Agreements

What about "free range" and If free range, grass has no value.
"cut and carry farming"?
For cut and carry farming, the
labor cost should be reported in
Block F.
If the farmer has difficulty in
providing answers (ex. In
determining the percent of use
of investment items), can we
make
use
of
leading
questions?

Yes. The SR can use probing
questions or cite examples to
get the necessary information.
Many of the data items in the
costs and returns survey are
particularly difficult to collect,
thus leading questions may be
necessary.

If the spaces provided
"Others" were filled up,
we use the space for
specified fertilizers in
questionnaire that was
used by the farmer?

Yes, just make sure to cross it
out and record the verbatim
answer. In the data processing
program, all other fertilizers not
specified in the questionnaire
will follow a different code so it
is very important to cross-out
and record the answer in the
spaces.

on
can
the
the
not

Can we provide the SRs with The list from the FPA is quite
a list of fertilizers and long. It was suggested that the
pesticides?
PSOs should determine the
commonly used fertilizers and
pesticides in the locality for easy
reference of the SRs and field
editors.
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Topic
Block F:
Labor Inputs

Issues/Concerns

Resolutions/Agreements

If a hired labor was paid
through
"pakyaw"
or
contract-basis, where should
be the data recorded?

This SCR has allotted specific
columns and rows in the
questionnaire for hired labor by
contract.

For example, if the farmer
paid P500 as rent for the
animals used in plowing in
the focus parcel, can it be
recorded as part of the total
payment of the hired laborer?

If it was part of the contract or
agreed payment by the operator
and hired laborer, then it can be
recorded in the total payment.

Some
activities
being
practiced in the provinces
were not specified under
seedbed preparation and
planting. Where do we record
the
data?
Example:
>>>In Visayas, pricking is a
common practice in seedling
preparation.
>>>Pulling and bundling of
seedlings are usual activities
in Ilocos Norte & Ilocos Sur
that are paid separately from
transplanting.

Record the farming activity
under Item 7 - "Others
(specify)" or at the back page
of the questionnaire. In
recording the data, specify the
major activity first, then the
sub-activity
(Ex.
Land
preparation: Pricking).

Block G:
Other Production In our example (Illustration
Costs
12) we have a cropping
pattern of "tomato-cornsweet potato", do we need to
proportionate the land tax for
each crop? Or can the data
processing
system
automatically compute for it?

Another way is to record the
payment for man only in Block F
then the value of rent for the
rented animal will be recorded
in Block G, item 4.03.

For 3 crops, we only need the
proportion of land tax paid for
tomato in the focus parcel.
The data processing can
compute for the annual tax for
tomato
only
using
the
information from Block C. Thus,
it is important to properly
indicate the number of crops in
a given cropping pattern in a
year in Block C, Item 5.
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Topic
Issues/Concerns
Resolutions/Agreements
Block G:
Other
Production What is the basis of Since water is an important
Costs
imputation
for
water input in the production of
expense?
tomato, impute for the water
expenses proportionate to the
What if the water used came area
planted
to
tomato.
from well, spring and rain?
It was suggested to use
irrigation fee as basis of
imputed cost.
There are common items
used in Cebu like the "saha ng
saging" for the seedlings but
are not specified in the
questionnaire. Where to
record it and how to impute
for the cost considering that
these are usually free or from
their own garden.

Record the data under Block G.
Item 22 - Others (specify). Since
these are used just like a
seedling bag, the imputed cost
may be referred to the market
price of the polyethylene/plastic
seedling bags.

Is sack/crate/kaing already Not necessarily. These items are
part of marketing cost?
included in the production cost
as long as it is used from
harvesting to the first point of
sale.
Block H:
Production
Disposition

and How can we record the
landowner's
share
and
financier's share in the
questionnaire
considering
that these are given after the
last completed harvest? Do
we need to apportion it per
time of harvest?

Record the amount on the
particular harvest when it was
given or put a bracket
(horizontally) to indicate that
these are paid at one period.

What if the farmer has
difficulty in recalling the
quantity harvested for each
harvesting
period?
The
farmer normally recalls the
total harvests.

Record the total harvests under
the column of the first harvest.
Just ensure that the price per
local unit is the weighted price.

For harvesters' share, record
the disposition consistent with
the records in Block F.

Day two (2) was adjourned at 5:30 PM.
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Filling-Out the Questionnaire and Mock Interview

Day 3
The training started at 8:30 AM.
The host team for the day comprised of
RSSO 6, PSO Iloilo, RSSO 7 and PSO
Cebu. The invocation was led by Mr.
Elmer Tumlos. It was followed by the
recapitulation of yesterday’s activity
by Mr. Ferdinand Francisco E. Salapa.
Before the presentation of the
remaining topics on filling-out the
questionnaire, Ms. Angelica L. Feliciano
gave the assigned topics for mock
interview.
Ms. Lorna R. Corpus then
continued with the presentation on Block I
(Production Related Information) up to
Block O (Interview/Survey Particulars).
The following issues/concerns and
resolutions/agreements were noted:

Topic
Issues/Concerns
Block I:
Production Related Item #1: "How would you
Information
compare your production in
the focus parcel during the
reference
period
with
previous cropping?" What do
we mean by previous?
Block J:
Marketing Related
Information

Is middleman considered as
agent?

Resolutions/Agreements
Comparison
of
production
should be the same period last
year (Ex. September 2016 to
May 2017 compared to
September 2015 to May 2016).

Yes, they are the one who
usually purchase a produce and
sell it to their potential buyer.
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Topic
Issues/Concerns
Resolutions/Agreements
Block J:
Marketing Related What is the difference "Low price of produce" refers to
Information
between low price of constantly or continuously low
produce and unstable prices? prices
of
produce
while
"unstable prices" pertains to the
fluctuating prices thus the
farmer cannot accurately time
the selling of his produce.
Block L:
Farmer's
Participation
in
Tomato
Programs/Projects

Item #1: "Are you aware of Yes.
any government program/
intervention
on
tomato
production?"
Issue: Is it regardless of the
reference period?
Item #2: "Have you availed of
any
benefit
from
the
government
program/
intervention?"
Issue: What if the farmer
received the assistance
during
the
previous
cropping?

It is not valid since it only refers
to benefits availed during the
reference period. Thus, proceed
to Block M.

Item #3: "What benefits have Noted.
you availed?"
Issue: Include/Specify the
following benefits availed
from the government:
irrigation facilities and
farm to market roads and
other
government
infrastructures.
Item #4-5: Is it referring also Yes.
to the focus parcel?
Block M:
Other Information

Item #1: Is the concept of
climate change confined
within the reference period?

No.
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Topic
Block M:
Other Information

Block O:
Interview/Survey
Particulars

Issues/Concerns

Resolutions/Agreements

Item #2: Are you a
member
of
farmer's
organization?
Issues: Is it a tomato
farmer organization or
in general?
Do we count those
previous members of
farmer's organization?

It refers to
organization.

any

farming

We are referring to current and
active members only.

Can we add SRs contact Noted.
information?

The following were the items to be corrected in the Manual of Operations:
Seedbed definition, page 33:
Seeds are being sowed not planted.
Illustration 26.1, page 41:
Total payment should be prevailing wage per day.
Illustration 28.1, page 45:
Total wages computed is not equal with the
illustration. That should be "8,727.27"

Listed below were other important concerns:
Issues/Concerns
Can we use our local dialects during the Yes.
interview?

Resolutions/Agreements

Should emphasize to the SRs the Noted. It is further recommended to choose
importance of putting side notes as it SRs who have knowledge about farming.
will help in validating the recorded data
in the questionnaire.
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The Visayas Group was the first to conduct the mock interview. In the afternoon,
the Luzon Group did their assigned topics for mock interview. The last to perform the
task was the Mindanao Group. After the activity, comments and suggestions on how to
improve the manner of asking questions and how to make probing questions were given
by the trainers from Central Office and participants from the regions and provinces.

Visayas Group

Luzon Group

Mindanao Group

Listed below are the comments/suggestions during the mock interview:
Visayas Group (Protocol, Confidentiality, Letter to NS, Blocks A-D)
1. Always wear you I.D. during the interview.
2. Further explain the purpose of the study and confidentiality.
3. Enumerate first the tools owned and used in the focus parcel for tomato farming to
facilitate interview.
4. Always compose positive statements (Do not start with "Wala ka bang…" instead, ask the
question as "Meron ka bang ginamit…")
5. All farm tools utilized in less than 1 year should be recorded in Block G.
6. Supervisors should remind SRs in a nice way, to maintain good rapport.
7. Emphasize to SR the importance of mastery of the questionnaire prior to actual data
collection.
8. Tip for supervisor: they must assist the SR on their first respondent to correct whatever
errors in gathering the data.
9. Always verify sample farmer's response.
10. Always remember that we are pertaining to focus parcel only.
11. Make use of probing and leading questions when necessary.
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Luzon Group (Block E to H)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Always remind the SRs the importance of side notes
Mathematical skills of SRs are very important.
Inform farmer about the duration of the interview (on the average, it might take
around 2 hours to complete the interview)
Do not forget to bring snacks since the length of interview is quite long.
Limit adlibs to manage the time well.
Do not do computations during the interview or in front of the farmer/respondent.
As a supervisor, it is better to keep considerable distance from the SRs as they
interview. That way, they will feel more comfortable in doing their job.

Mindanao Group (Block I-N)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Keep in mind the basic consistencies among the data items.
Explain the question about climate change if necessary. (It may be noted as "pabagobagong panahon na naka-apekto sa kanyang farming practices”)
Do not forget to check all the pages of the questionnaire before leaving the sample
farmer/respondent.
Before the end of the interview, check if there are missing entries.
After the interview, ask if the respondent knows another tomato farmer, then list the
names and if possible the addresses.

Day three (3) was adjourned at 5:30 PM.

Editing and Coding Guidelines

Day 4
For the last day of the training, the participants from Mindanao were assigned to
host the activities. The day was opened by an AVP prayer entitled “Sapagkat ang Diyos
ay Pag-ibig”. Afterwards, Mr. Rene C. Lauro from Bukidnon led the dancing to the tune of
“Chicken Dance” in order to energize everyone.
Before the discussion started, Ms. Maria Evangeline N. Non of RSSO 10, gave a
quick recapitulation of yesterday’s activity. Thereafter, Ms. Eden R. Maitem and Mr.
Asley S. Navarro from Central Office discussed the procedures on editing and coding of
the survey returns. Issues and concerns were immediately resolved during discussions.
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Some issues/concerns raised and the resolutions/agreement made during the
discussions were as follows:
Topics
Editing and
Coding Guidelines

Issues/Concerns
Resolutions/Agreements
Illustration 6, page 11:
Noted. It should be 40 grams or
0.004 kg (4 grams) is too light 0.040 kg.
for pack of seeds.
Block J, page 19:
Item 2 statement is not
consistent with the screening
question, item 4 (Was your
harvest/produce intended for
sale?)

Noted. Delete the first sentence "This should have entry even if
the sample farmer/operator did
not sell his produce."

Block G, page 11: Item 13Water Expense
In the manual and
presentation materials,
water expense is monthly.
However, in the
questionnaire and editing
guidelines, it is per cropping.

It should be monthly. Update
the questionnaire and editing
guidelines.

What color of pen should be
used in editing the
questionnaire?

For Statistical Reseachers –
PENCIL
For Field Supervisor – RED PEN
For Central Office Counter
Cheking – BLACK PEN
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Discussions on Editing and Coding Guidelines
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Administrative Matters
The workplan and administrative forms for the 2017 SCR Tomato Production
were discussed by Ms. Maria Carol G. Duran. After that, Ms. Frances Ann G. Alisuag
discussed about the budget for field operations.
Some issues/concerns raised and the agreement/resolutions made during the
discussions were as follows:
Topics
Administrative
Matters

Issues/Concerns
Resolutions
Can we provide tokens for Unfortunately, it is not included
the sample farmer/ qualified in the budget for survey
respondent?
operations.
Can we hire additional SRs to Yes. The PSO can hire more than
spread the standard output 5 SRs for the survey but they
per day?
must allocate the wages based
on the approved budget.
Change Expense item - "per Noted.
diem" to "daily allowance"
Add "call back" item to Noted.
"transportation"
Can we have additional The PSOs can use the previously
payment for the SRs for the allocated
Communication
debriefing of survey returns? Allowance (P1, 500.00) as
payment for the additional day
on debriefing. The budget will
be revised and updated.
The pretest budget was not
yet downloaded to the
province. The transportation
allowance for the 1st level
training for Cebu and RSSO 7
is short of the actual airfare.

The budget that was not
downloaded in March will be
downloaded in July. Likewise,
the
difference
in
the
transportation
allowance
(airfare) will be downloaded in
July.
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Discussion on Administrative Matters

Discussion regarding the Workplan and Other
Forms/Reports

Discussion regarding the Budget
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Closing Ceremony
During the closing ceremony, three (3) participants were randomly selected to
give their impressions on the training. They were: (1) Ms. Nelida C. Amolar from Iloilo;
(2) Mr. Maynard G. Bugarin from Ilocos Norte; and (3) Mr. Luis O. Compo from Misamis
Oriental. Afterwards, ANS Vivian R. Ilarina delivered her closing remarks to formally
end the program.

IMPRESSION OF THE
PARTICIPANTS

Nelida C. Amolar
(Iloilo)

Ms. Amolar acknowledged the presence of the
Management and thanked the trainers and her coparticipants for all the learnings she has gained from the
training. She noted how privileged she felt considering
that Iloilo was chosen to be one of the pilot provinces and
she looks forward to doing the actual survey on July 2017.
Specifically, her impressions were as follows:
About the Venue:

Since this is her 7th time in the venue, she got very much used
to the food and accommodation yet she still finds the facilities
and the employees of the hotel very pleasing.

Training Schedule:

This was the training where she felt more relaxed at the same
time gained considerable knowledge. The activities were well
balanced and schedules were mostly on time. The lectures
were very lively with active and enthusiastic participants.

Presentation Materials:

For the concepts and definitions, some were confusing and
not clear at the beginning but were addressed in the end.

Survey Team:

The team was very resourceful and very workaholic. If there were
questions, they answered automatically unless if the issues were
time consuming they will park it and then addressed later. The
trainers were indeed the subject matter experts.

Over-all Rating:

Her rating for the activity was 9.5 out of 10.
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Maynard G. Bugarin
(Ilocos Norte)

His impressions were very much the same as to what have
been said by Ms. Amolar. On the other hand, he noted the
following impressions:
About the Venue:

About the Training:

Luis O. Compo
(Misamis Oriental)

The venue was ok even though he
finds that there were not much of
vegetables in the menu.

This was the most enjoyable
training he had attended. The
presenters were knowledgeable and
accommodated all the comments
and questions from the participants.
He hoped that the 2017 Survey on
Costs and Returns of Tomato
Production will be successful. He
was likewise thankful that there will
be assistance from the CO in
conducting the second level training
in the province.

He greeted everyone a pleasant afternoon and noted that
much have been said by the first two participants.
Nonetheless, his specific impressions were:
About the Venue:

About the Training:

Survey Team:

He noted that this was his first time in
ACE Hotel and Suites. The venue was
very pleasant yet the food served was
mostly meat. There were fewer
vegetables in the menu.

Compared to the previous training that he
had attended, he felt more relaxed in this
training with the well managed activities. He
added that the discussion was very lively
with active participation from his coparticipants.

The trainers were all very good and accommodating.
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Closing Message
She started by saying thank you to everyone.
She was happy to see that the participants were very
enthusiastic to listen and participate in the training.
On that note, she was hopeful that the SRs will also
be trained well so that they will be able to collect the
correct data. She reminded the participants of the
PSA’s commitment to provide reliable and accurate
data information to everybody.
She reiterated that there will be assistance
from the Central Office for each province during the
conduct of the 2nd level training. However, they
should be the one to lead the activities in their
respective provinces. While for the budget, she said
that it is up to the province how they will allocate
the budget. The CO will download the budget to the
regions and the regions will download the budget to
the province. For any concerns, they should first address it to the regions before sending
them to the CO.
She was very pleased to know that all the participants enjoyed the training and
found it “stress-free”. She believed that the training should not cause stress and as much
as possible work should not be extended at night especially for those fifty (50) years old
and above. She mentioned that NS Lisa S. Bersales also encouraged the promotion of
Health and Wellness or the balance between work and enjoyment.
For the dissemination, she stated that she is not an expert in terms of survey
operations but she is one of the users of data from the beginning. She said that “if we
have a result like this, we should disseminate the results to all our users like the
Department of Agriculture (DA), other Sectoral Agencies and even to the farmers. We all
know that tomato industry is a growing industry and these are potentials for exports, thus
the revenue for the Philippines. By next year, 2018, we will have the results after we
completed all the surveys this year. Simultaneously, we will conduct the dissemination
forum on the results of the tomato.”
Lastly, she thanked all the participants especially the team of Ms. Maria Carol G.
Duran and her staff for their hard work. She noted that “The team are always busy
conducting meetings and doing the questionnaires as well as the budgetary plans. If I
assign them a work, they would do it.” Then, she wished for a safe trip as the participants
travel back to their homes and their respective work stations.
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TIMETABLE

Republic of the Philippines

Philippine Statistics Authority B

TIMETABLE OF OPERATIONS FOR
2017 SURVEY ON COSTS AND RETURNS OF TOMATO PRODUCTION
Activities

Division
Responsible

Luzon and Visayas PSOs
Start
End

Mindanao PSOs
Start
End

A. Pre-Survey Operations
Preparation of project proposal

AAD

July 2016

July 2016

July 2016

July 2016

Preparation of outline of report

AAD

July 2016

July 2016

July 2016

July 2016

Updating of dummy tables and specifications

AAD

July 2016

July 2016

July 2016

July 2016

Review and updating of survey design

AAD

August 2016

September 2016

August 2016

September 2016

Preparation of instruments (Draft QRES & MANOPS)

AAD

October 2016

November 2016

October 2016

November 2016

Pre-test of questionnaire

AAD

7 March 2017

10 March 2017

7 March 2017

10 March 2017

Deliberation on the result of the Pretest

AAD

14 March 2017

17 March 2017

14 March 2017

17 March 2017

Request for Clearance of the Survey

AAD

April 2017

May 2017

April 2017

May 2017

Finalization of questionnaire and Manops

AAD

April 2017

May2017

April 2017

May 2017

Preparation of data processing system
Presentation, testing and finalization of data processing
program

AAD

May 2017

June 2017

May 2017

July 2017

AAD

July 2017

August 2017

July 2017

August 2017

Conduct of first level training - CO staff + PSO staff (Revised)

AAD

12 June 2017

16June 2017

12 June 2017

16June 2017

AAD

19 June 2017

23 June 2017

25 September 2017 29 September 2017

AAD/PSO

Reproduction and Mailing of Survey and
2nd Level Training Materials
B. Field Operations
Conduct of second level training - statistical researchers (SRs)

26 June 2017

30 June 2017

2 October 2017

6 October 2017

Data collection and spot-checking

PSO

3 July 2017

7 July 2017

9 October 2017

13 October 2017

Field editing and back-checking

PSO

28 July 2017
18 August 2017
- in Manila
1 September 2017

16 October 2017
13 November 2017
- in RSSO 10
20 November 2017

3 November 2017
17 November 2017
- in RSSO 10
1 December 2017

Data encoding

PSO

10 July 2017
14 August 2017
- in Manila
21 August 2017

Running of error list and correction of errors

PSO

4 Septembert 2017 15 Septembert 2017 4 December 2017

15 December 2017

Generation of data tables

PSO

4 Septembert 2017 15 Septembert 2017 4 December 2017

15 December 2017

Provincial Data Review / Regional Data Review

PSO

18 September 2017 28 September 2017 18 December 2017

28 December 2017

Submission to RSSO and Central Office

PSO

29 September 2017 29 September 2017 29 December 2017

29 December 2017

C.O. counter checking and data review

AAD

2 Ocotober 2017

20 Ocotober 2017

2 January 2018

19 January 2018

Preliminary Data consolidation

AAD

23 October 2017

27 October 2017

22 January 2018

26 January 2018

Preliminary Generation of data tables

AAD

30 October 2017

3 November 2017

29 January 2018

2 February 2018

Data analysis and validation
Preparation of preliminary report Costs and Returns Tables
Final Data consolidation
Preparation of consolidated report 2017 Costs and Returns of Tomato Production
Presentation of results Costs and Returns and Other Statistical Tables
Finalization of report 2017 Costs and Returns of Tomato Production
Submision of report
2017 Costs and Returns of Tomato Production
Preparation of PUF and Data Documentation

AAD

6 November 2017

17 November 2017

5 February 2018

23 February 2018

AAD

20 November 2017

8 December 2017

26 February 2018

16 March 2018

AAD

19 March 2018

30 March 2018

19 March 2018

30 March 2018

AAD

2 April 2018

30 April 2018

2 April 2018

30 April 2018

D. Project Monitoring and Evaluation

AAD

Training on Data Processing: Selected C.O. and PSO staff

AAD/PSO

C. Post-Survey Operations

any day between:
14-18 May 2018

AAD
AAD

21 May 2018

15 June 2018

2 July 2018

any day between:
18-29 June 2018
31 August 2018
2 July 2018

AAD
AAD

21 May 2018

15 June 2018

31 August 2018

July 2016 - August 2018
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TRAINING EVALUATION SHEET
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DATA COLLECTION FEEDBACK SHEET
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DATA COLLECTION FEEDBACK SHEET

NARRATIVE REPORT
2017 Survey on Costs and Returns of Tomato Production
(Title of the Survey)

Region:_____________________________________
Province:___________________________________

Date of Third Level Training:
Number of Participants: (a. SRs)
(b. PSO staff)

Activity/Topic

Issues / Concerns Reported

Resolutions / Actions Taken

(1)

(2)

(3)

A. Training
Day 1
Disucssion of ManOps
(s urve y conce pts , proce dure s , e tc.)

Mock Interview

Editing Procedures
Day 2
Dry-run exercise (write the
name/s of barangay where dryrun was conducted)
Training Evaluation Results

Other Matters

B. Data Collection

C. Field Editing of Returns
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JULY 6
JULY 13
JULY 20
JULY 27
…
…
…
…
…

AS of (date):

Province:

Target Date of Completion:
Luson and Visayas - July 10 - 28, 2017
Mindanao - Oct. 26 - Nov. 10, 2017

Target Date of Completion:
Luson and Visayas - July 3 - 7, 2017
Mindanao - October 16 - 20, 2017

Target Date of Completion:
Luson and Visayas - Aug. 14 - 25, 2017
Mindanao - Nov. 20 - Dec. 1, 2017

DATA ENCODING
Target Date of Completion:
Luson and Visayas - August 25, 2017
Mindanao - December 1, 2017

(ERROR-LIST TEMPLATE VERSION 1) AND
PROVINCIAL SUMMARY TABLE (DATA
VALIDATION TEMPLATE)TO C.O.

Mindanao - Dec. 4 - 15, 2017

Luson and Visayas - Aug. 28 - Sept. 8, 2017

Target Date of Completion:

DATA CLEANING/
ERROR-LISTING

Target Date of Completion:
Luson and Visayas - Sept. 22, 2017
Mindanao - Dec. 29, 2017

-(ERROR-LIST TEMPLATE VERSION 2 -RDR
VALIDATED & FINAL DATA VALIDATION
TEMPLATE) TO C.O.

SUBMISSION OF CLEAN
DATA FILES

PROVINCIAL DATA REVIEW / REGIONAL DATA REVIEW

Target Date of Completion:
Luson and Visayas - Sept. 25, 2017
Mindanao - Jan. 2, 2017

SUBMISSION OF SURVEY RETURNS
TO C.O.

Prepared by:

Name / Contact Number

Noted by:
Name

Number of
Remarks
Remarks
Number of
Remarks
Remarks
Remarks
Remarks
Survey
Number of
Date
Date
Date
Remarks
(% completion and Reason/s
(% completion and Reason/s Encoded (% completion and Reason/s
(% completion and Reason/s Date of (% completion and Reason/s
(% completion and Reason/s
Returns
Edited Survey
submitted/ esubmitted/ eSubmitted to (Reason/s for delay or slow
for delay or slow down of
for delay or slow down of
Survey
for delay or slow down of
for delay or slow down of Completion for delay or slow down of
for delay or slow down of
Submitted by
Returns
mailed to AAD
mailed to AAD
CO
down of activity)
activity)
activity)
Returns
activity)
activity)
activity)
activity)
SRs

MANUAL EDITING

DATA COLLECTION

SUBMISSION OF RAW DATA FILE

Fill-out this template accordingly. Submit this on a weekly basis (every THURSDAY, from 8:00AM to 5:00PM) to AAD (email: aadmas.psa@gmail.com)

Target Sample Farmer:

WEEKLY STATUS REPORT

2017 SURVEY ON COSTS AND RETURNS OF TOMATO PRODUCTION

WEEKLY STATUS REPORT TEMPLATE
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75
75

MINDANAO
RSSO 10
BUKIDNON
MISAMIS ORIENTAL

GRAND TOTAL

3

75

3
3

3

3
3

75

75
75

VISAYAS
RSSO 6
ILOILO
RSSO 7
CEBU

LUZON
RSSO 1
ILOCOS NORTE
ILOCOS SUR

Region / Province

25
25

25

25

25
25

30

5
5

5

5

5
5

Fee

2,454 36,810

409 6,135
409 6,135

409 6,135

409 6,135

409 6,135
409 6,135

Wage

12,000
12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000
12,000

61,350 72,000

10,225
10,225

10,225

10,225

10,225
10,225

Fee

(Cell Card)

24,000

4,000
4,000

4,000

4,000

4,000
4,000

12,270

2,045
2,045

2,045

2,045

2,045
2,045

35,905
35,905

35,905

35,905

35,905
35,905

NET
WAGES

9,000 215,430

1,500
1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500
1,500

3_Wages_Data Collection - July/Oct
Standard
No. of
No. of
Output
Samples
Mandays
Minimum Training Enumeration
Communication
Per Day
No. of SRs
Transpo Per Diem Call Back

Field Operations

37,025
37,025

37,025

37,025

37,025
37,025

GROSS
Wages

6,722 222,152

1,120
1,120

1,120

1,120

1,120
1,120

5% Tax

BUDGET
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GRAND TOTAL

MINDANAO
RSSO 10
BUKIDNON
MISAMIS ORIENTAL

VISAYAS
RSSO 6
ILOILO
RSSO 7
CEBU

LUZON
RSSO 1
ILOCOS NORTE
ILOCOS SUR

Region / Province

1st level training @ CO
June

Supervision PSO
July/Oct

Supervision RSSO
July/Oct

Data Processing_1
Aug/Nov

10,500
10,500
10,500
10,500

1,680 10,500
1,680 10,500
1,680 10,500

1,680
1,680
1,680
1,680

3,500
3,500
3,500

6,000
6,000

6,000

3,600

3,600
3,600

6,000

6,000
6,000

3,600

3,600
3,600

4,800

2,400

2,400

4,800

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000
3,500
3,500

4,240

1,000

1,680 10,500

1,680 10,500

1,680
1,680

1,120

1,120
1,120

19,980
1,840 34,780
21,780

17,580
38,760
17,580
33,960

12,980
1,840 22,920
1,840 27,720

9,000
9,000 25,000

9,000

9,000

9,000
9,000

2,500
2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500
2,500

3,500

2,500

2,500

3,500

3,500
11,500
36,500

2,500
11,500
2,500
11,500

3,500
11,500
11,500

Total of
2017

38,160 87,000 36,560 87,800 90,400 281,000 14,400 12,000 51,360 87,200 3,360 5,520 794,760 54,000 325,000 15,000 12,000 841,000

4,800

4,800

4,800

1,680
1,680
1,680

2_Trainings and Seminars
Regional Data Review
Total of 2nd Level DPP
PDR
RDR
Sept/Dec
2017 June/Oct Aug/Nov Sept/Dec Sept/Dec

Per Diem Transpo Per Diem Transpo Per Diem Transpo Per Diem Transpo Per Diem Transpo Per Diem Transpo

Pre-test
March

1_Travelling Expenses

Field Operations

BUDGET
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1,000

1,000
1,000

6,000

MINDANAO
RSSO 10
BUKIDNON
MISAMIS ORIENTAL

GRAND TOTAL

1,000

1,000
1,000

4_Mailing
June/Oct

VISAYAS
RSSO 6
ILOILO
RSSO 7
CEBU

LUZON
RSSO 1
ILOCOS NORTE
ILOCOS SUR

Region / Province

12,600

600
1,800
1,800

300
1,800
300
1,800

600
1,800
1,800

5_Communication
May/Sept

21,000

5,000
2,000

2,000

5,000

2,000
5,000

6_Gas and
Lubricants

6,000

1,000
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000
1,000

7_Supplies and
Materials

Other Expenses

Field Operations

6,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

8_Meetings

6,000

1,000
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000
1,000

10_Other Services:
Editing Fee
Aug/Nov

57,600

600
11,800
6,800

300
11,800
300
6,800

600
6,800
11,800

TOTAL

BUDGET
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ANNEX 4
Training
Evaluation
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Training Evaluation
The ten (10) participants from the selected provinces and regions were given a
training evaluation form right after the training to capture their feedbacks and
suggestions that will help the lead unit, Agricultural Accounts Division (AAD), for a
number of reasons:
1. The responses serve as inputs in evaluating the participant’s performance (what
topic remains to be unclear, which province needs further assistance, etc.);
2. The reactions of the participants can help develop the skills of the resource
person/s for future trainings or workshops; and
3. The comments/suggestions can provide information on how to better improve
future conducts of training/workshop.
The said form contains six (6) training quality indicators (See Illustration 1). The
results indicate that majority of the participants or 80 percent strongly agreed that the
objectives of the survey and the survey procedures were clearly discussed by the
resource persons. Likewise, 60 percent of them strongly agreed that the basic
consistency checks were also discussed clearly. With regards to the instructions in
filling up the questionnaire, 70 percent of agreed to have clearly understood the
discussions.
There were 70 percent of the participants who agreed that the
examples/illustrations were easy to follow while 60 percent agreed that the objectives
of the mock interview were attained.
The responses on whether the issues/concerns were addressed and resolved
properly during the training were 50 percent agreed and 50 percent strongly agreed.
Some 60 percent of them strongly agreed that they can apply in the field operations
the knowledge they gained in the training. With that, it was deemed necessary to
provide further assistance to the provinces in the conduct of the 2nd Level Training.
There were 2 participants who provided comments/suggestions as follows:
1. Filing-in of Questionnaire discussed thoroughly
2. If possible, invite farmer(s) for practice interview
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Republic of the Philippines

Philippine Statistics Authority

TRAINING EVALUATION SHEET
_2017 Survey on Costs and Returns of Tomato Production
(Title of the Survey)

Item

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

------------------ in percent ------------------

1. The resource person discussed clearly the following:
a. Objectives of the survey

80

20

-

-

-

b. Survey procedures

80

20

-

-

-

c. Instructions in filling up the questionnaire

30

70

-

-

-

d. Basic consistency checks

60

20

-

-

-

30

70

-

-

-

3. The objectives of the mock interview were attained.

30

60

10

-

-

4. All issues and concerns raised during the lecture,

50

50

-

-

-

60

40

-

-

-

2. The resource person provided easy-to-follow
example.

mock interview were addressed and resolved.
5. I can apply in the field operation the knowledge I
gained in the training.
6. Other aspects in the conduct of training that need
further improvement:

- ON-THE-FLY Filling-in of Questionnaire
- If possible, invite farmer(s) for practice interview
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ILOCOS NORTE
Ronnie R. Hermoso and
John Carlo C. Katibayan
Central Office
Maynard G. Bugarin and 5
Statistical Researchers
PSO Ilocos Norte

ILOCOS SUR
Lorna R. Corpus and
Eden R. Maitem
Central Office
Melchor S. Bautista and 5 Statistical
Researchers
PSO Ilocos Sur
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ILOILO
Delilah G. Bassig and
Angelica L. Feliciano
Central Office
Nelida C. Amolar
PSO
Elmer Tumlos
RSSO 6
Dona Rose Sequio and
4 Statistical Researchers
PSO Iloilo

CEBU
Frances Ann G. Alisuag
and Eulalia A. Gungon
Central Office
Firmo C. Diputado
OIC-PSO
Ma. Cristina L. Biglang-awa
RSSO 7
Ferdinand Francisco E.
Salapa, Walter Buaya
and 5 Statistical Researchers
PSO Cebu
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The following format for the training program was adopted in the four (4) provinces:

The different topics were discussed by the Central Office Staff and PSO/RSSO Staff who
attended the 1st Level Training.

From June 28 to29 2017, the trainers and the trainees in the four (4) selected provinces
had the clearing of issues at their respective provincial office. This was to ensure that
the SRs will have better understanding of the concepts and procedures during actual
data collection. The activity also aimed to provide a documentation of the problems
encountered and resolutions made during the discussions and dry-run which may be
used as supplementary guides in the manual editing of survey returns.
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Listed below were the compiled issues and concerns and the corresponding resolutions
from the four (4) provinces:
ISSUES/CONCERNS
Concepts and Definitions
Can we have additional sample barangays
if the required number of respondents
was not met in the initial lists of sample
barangays?

RESOLUTIONS
Yes, but contact first the assigned
supervisor to make the necessary changes
in workloads and for them to help in
strategizing how to accomplish the target
number of sample farmers.
For the Supervisors, exhaust first all sample
barangays before substituting other nonsample barangays. Communicate with the
CO if there will be some adjustments.

If two or more farmers live in the same
house and both are qualified as sample
farmers (Ex. Father and son), can we
interview them separately?
Screening Questions
What do we mean by intercropping?

Yes, as long as each member of the
household e.g. the father and the son,
operated a different tomato farm. Make
sure that it is not a group-operated farm.

Intercropping is the cultivation of two or
more crops simultaneously on the same
field.
For example:
If your tomato and “sili” were
simultaneously planted in the same parcel
with or without row arrangement. Or if
your tomato was planted below other vinetype crops like upo, patola, amplaya, etc.
In such cases, end the interview, thank the
respondent and look for another potential
sample farmer.

Is the 20% damage pertaining to the area The 20% damage refers to the volume of
or volume of production?
production.
For example:
There are cases where the area is damaged
due to soil siltation but still the farmer is
able to get the desired production. This
farmer is still qualified as a sample.
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ISSUES/CONCERNS
RESOLUTIONS
Block B – Sample Identification
Is the location specified in Block A the Not necessarily. Block A pertains to where
same with the residential address the focus parcel is located while in Block B,
indicated in Block B?
the residential address refers to the home
address of the sample farmer.
There are instances where the farm address
is different from where the farmer actually
resides.
Block C – Basic Characteristics of the Farm
The tenurial status of the land is Look for the cost of the land in Block G. It
“Mortgaged”.
How
should
we should be under Item 22 –Others and
record/account for the cost of the land?
specified as Land Mortgage. This can be
paid either in cash or in-kind.
Sample farmer has planted TOMATOPECHAY-OKRA-TOMATO in a year. What
number should be reflected in the box
beside Item 5? Should the Tomato be
considered only one time or should we
count it separately?

The "Box" refers to the number of crops
planted in a given cropping pattern during
reference period. The farmer stated four
crops planted in the focus parcel during the
reference period. Tomato should be
counted separately thus, the number
indicated inside the box for Item 5 should
be 4.

Sample farmer cannot give an estimate of
the area planted to tomato as well as the
other crops planted in the farm parcel.
How can we estimate for the total
physical area of the parcel, area planted
to tomato and area planted to other
crops?

Option 1: Try to draw a rectangle at the
back of the questionnaire and ask the
farmer for the estimated length and width
in meters of the plot. Multiply the length
and width to get the area in square meters
and make the necessary conversion in
hectare. Note that 10,000 square meters = 1
hectare.
Option 2: Ask how many seedlings were
planted per plot and the distance in
between the seedlings. Then ask how many
plots within the parcel were planted to
tomato. The SRs should make the necessary
computations with the given information.
Note that 1 square foot = 0.0929 square
meter.
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ISSUES/CONCERNS
RESOLUTIONS
Block D – Farm Investments
Do we consider food supplements or Yes, anything spent for the animal (e.g.
vitamins given to animal as part of the food, supplements, vitamins, veterinary
maintenance cost?
services, etc.) that was owned and used in
the focus parcel during the reference
period should be accounted. The same logic
is applied for a machine where those spent
for its repair/maintenance is accounted.
In case of grass fed to free range animals,
the value of the grass may not be accounted
under maintenance. However, for cut and
carry farming (meaning, the farmers buy
the grass being fed to the work animal),
there should be maintenance cost (the cost
of food) and labor cost (“feeding of work
animal”) reported in Block F.
In Ilocos Sur, the engine of hand tractor is
also used as engine for the water pump.
Additionally, they buy a belt to attach in
the engine for it to be used as water
pump. Do we still have to account it as a
water pump?

No, there is no need to record the water
pump. Instead, account separately the hand
tractor (note that it is without engine) under
Item 4.01, engine and engine belt under
Item 4.06 (others, specify). For the
acquisition costs of the items, use the
prevailing market value at the time of
acquisition.
If the tractor and engine were bought
together, get first the market value of the
engine then subtract it from the total cost of
the tractor so that only the cost of the body
of the tractor will be accounted under Item
4.01.
The logic behind this method of accounting
is that the wear and tear or depreciation of
the engine is supposedly higher since it is
being used for the tractor and at the same
time as water pump.

Block E – Material Inputs
The planting materials are from the The mode of acquisition should be:
contract grower, what is the mode of Received Code 32 – from private
acquisition?
individual/organization.
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ISSUES/CONCERNS
Block E – Material Inputs
If the material inputs are acquired
through credit but will be paid only after
harvesting, is it still included? If so, what
should be the mode of acquisition?

RESOLUTIONS
Yes, the acquisition should be purchased
either cash (code 11), in-kind (code 12) or
discounted (code 13). If paid in-kind, there
should be an entry in Block H – Production
and Disposition (in focus parcel during
reference period).

Since it is a loan, the total amount of the
loaned material inputs should still be
reflected in Block K – Access to credit (in
focus parcel). That is in addition to other
loans that the farmer may have availed for
his tomato production. The interest rate (if
any) should be the average interest rates of
all the loaned amounts.
The local unit of the planting material is The conversion is:
in can. There was no weight indicated in 250 pieces of tomato seeds = 1 gram or
the packaging, only the number of seeds. 0.001 kilogram
How should we record the weight in
kilogram of the local unit?
If the total number of seeds in the can is
500, then the weight in kilogram of the can
is 0.002.
Block F – Labor Inputs
In Ilocos Norte, farmers often mistake
hilling-up with off-barring activity. They
thought that these are similar activities.
How do we properly record the data?

Input the labor costs under hilling-up.
Based on the description of the farmers, the
practice in the province is actually hillingup and not off-barring.

In Ilocos Norte, watering is not included If there is an activity that is not in the list,
in care of crops because it may cause put it on Item 7 – Others (specify), write the
stress in tomato plants. Can we put it major activity then the sub-activity.
under seedling preparation?
Example:
Seedling preparation: Watering
Prunning/Thinning activity was done
after the last completed harvest. Their
purpose for the activity is to produce
tomato seeds for the next cropping
period. Will the pruning/thinning activity
still be included under labor costs?

No, because all costs should be within the
reference period and that the production
should be intended for sale and not solely
for seed use.
Ensure that this activity as well as the
harvested tomatoes will not be accounted in
Block F and Block H.
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ISSUES/CONCERNS
RESOLUTIONS
Block F – Labor Inputs
If different activities are done but paid as Record the activities under Block F. Item 11
one, how do we record the data in the - contract labor (pakyawan).
questionnaire?
If the imputed prevailing wage rate in
Column 10 is the total amount paid for all
the person/s worked, how can we get the
prevailing wage per person per day?

Divide the total amount paid to the
computed total mandays (See Manual of
Operations pg. 37 for sample computation)
to get the prevailing wage per person per
day.

Is it possible to have both paid in-cash Yes.
and in-kind for one activity?
In Illustration 21 (Sample Computation of
Average No. of Hours Worked for Family
Labor), the illustration shows average for
two persons. Can we revise the
illustration because we only need the
average hours spent per person?

Yes. It should be the average number of
hours spent per day per person. Thus, in the
illustration, the computed average hours
per day at 6.5 hours should further be
divided by the total number of persons who
completed the activity. The resulting
average hours spent per day to be recorded
in the questionnaire is 3.25 (that is 6.5 ÷ 2).

The farmer cannot recall in details the
hours and days they spent for each time
of harvest. Instead, the farmer can only
recall the total payment, how do we
record it?

Ask the total number of persons, number of
days worked and average hours spent by
each person per day from the time of the 1st
Harvest up to the last Harvest. Record the
data under Item 8.01-1st Harvest but do not
forget to indicate as side notes the number
of times the farmer actually harvested.
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ISSUES/CONCERNS
Block F – Labor Inputs
The farmer hired 2 laborers to do the
activities under seedling preparation,
land preparation and care of crops. For
the entire activities done, each laborer
will be paid P3,000.00 per month per
cropping.
In what block or item should the data be
reflected? Can it be recorded in Block G,
Item 2: Caretaker/overseer's share /
wages (per cropping) or in Block G, Item
3: Other permanent employee's salary
(monthly)?

RESOLUTIONS
The entries should be in Block F and not in
Block G since these are hired laborers who
did specific activities in the farm. They are
neither caretaker/overseer nor permanent
employees. Specifically, the data should be
recorded under Item 11: Contract Labor in
Block F.
Considering that the cropping period is 3
months with each laborer being paid
P3,000 per month, hence, the total payment
recorded is P18,000.
Formula:
2 persons x P3000 x 3 months = P18,000

How should we record the average days Write down the activities per contract that
and hours spent under contract labor?
was done by the hired laborers, then get the
average days and hours spent on each
activity. Meanwhile, record only once the
total payment by contract.
The number of sorting is less than the Yes.
number of harvesting and hauling. Is this
acceptable?
Block G – Other Production Costs
What is the basis of imputation for water Since water is an important input in the
expense?
production of tomato, impute for the water
expenses proportionate to the area planted
to tomato.
It was suggested to use irrigation fee as
basis of imputed cost. In addition, we can
ask the farmer to estimate the number of
containers (ex. Drum) used in watering the
plants. Then ask how much the cost of
water per container if he was to actually
buy the water.
The farmer was not required to give
landowner’s share. The tenure status of
the land declared by the farmer in Block C
was tenanted – Code 3. How do we
account for the cost of the land in this
case?

Edit tenure of the land in Block C as Rent
Free – Code 5. Then indicate imputed value
of the land under Block G, Item 4.01-Land
(annual). The number of years is not
necessary in this case. To impute, ask the
farmer if he/she was to rent the land, how
much is the prevailing rent in the locality.
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ISSUES/CONCERNS
Block H – Production and Disposition
The sample farmers cannot recall the
volume and value of production at each
time of harvest. In the same manner, the
farmer finds it difficult to recall the
quantity disposed at each time of harvest.
How do we record then the data?

RESOLUTIONS
Ask the farmer the total quantity produced
and the corresponding dispositions. Ensure
that the price per local unit should be the
weighted price of the produce. Record the
data under Column 2 – 1st Harvest and
indicate as side-notes that this is already
the total production and dispositions.
Sample computations for the weighted
price:
Given: Total production & disposition =
15 kaings at 85kg per kaing
Prices given were:
P40/kg – 4 kaings
P35/kg – 3 kaings
P25/kg – 3 kaings
P20/kg – 5 kaings
[(Quantity at a given price x Price per kilo x
Weight in Kg per Kaing) / Total Quantity
Produced]
4 x P40 x 85 = 13,600
3 x P35 x 85 = 8,925
3 x P25 x 85 = 6,375
5 x P20 x 85 = 8,500
37,400  Total Value of
production
P37,400 ÷ 15kaings
= P2,493.33  weighted price per kaing

Block I – Production Related Information
What do we mean by previous cropping? Comparison of production should be
between the current cropping period and
the same cropping period of last year.
For example:
September 2016 to May 2017 compared to
September 2015 to May 2016.
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ILOCOS NORTE

Training Discussion
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Dry-run Exercise at Barangay Bacsil
South, Loag City

Clearing of Issues
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ILOCOS SUR

Training Discussion

119

Dry-run Exercise at Barangay Paras, Sto. Domingo, Ilocos Sur

Clearing of Issues
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ILOILO

Training Discussion

121

Dry-run Exercise at Barangay Tacas, Jaro, Iloilo City

CEBU

Clearing of Issues
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CEBU

Training Discussion
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Dry-run Exercise at Barangay Taptap, Cebu City, Cebu
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The Participants in the Training /
Workshop on the Data Processing Program

Ms. Angelica Feliciano, Ms. Arjie Cantancio and Ms. Revelyn Lizardo (Sitting front row, L-R);
Ms. Delilah Bassig, Ms. Frances Ann Alisuag, Ms. Eden Maitem, Mr. Ferdinand Salapa of Cebu,
DNS Romeo Recide, Ms. Maria Carol G. Duran, Ms. Donna Rose Sequio of Iloilo, Ms. Amelita
Abalos and Mr. Ronnie Hermoso (Standing 2nd row, L-R);
Mr. John Carlo Katibayan, Mr. Melchor Bautista of Ilocos Sur, Mr. Nestor Asley Navarro and Mr.
Maynard Bugarin of Ilocos Norte (Standing 3rd row, L-R)
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Arrival of Participants
Day 1
The participants from the provinces arrived at Seda Vertis North, Quezon City on
14 August 2017 at around 2:00 PM and went to their assigned rooms. Meanwhile, the
secretariat and other CO staff arrived at the venue by 4:00 PM because they had to take
care of other important matters in the central office. As soon as everyone had their
snacks, the opening ceremonies for the training/workshop began.

Opening Ceremonies and
Introduction of Participants
The training/workshop was formally opened with Ms. Angelica L. Feliciano as
emcee. A video presentation of “A Prayer for Seminars” was played for the invocation
followed by the singing of the National Anthem. Thereafter, the “Panunumpa” was led
by Ms. Revelyn R. Lizardo while PSA Mission and Vision was headed by Ms. Arjie M.
Cantancio. The PSA Quality Policy was then led by Ms. Delilah G. Bassig while it was Mr.
John Carlo C. Katibayan for the PSA Core Values and Corporate Personality. Finally, the
PSA jingle was sung by the participants.
The introduction of participants was led by Mr. John Carlo C. Katibayan. He
initially grouped the participants into two (2) and asked them to introduce each other
following a proto-forma with some random facts about the participants. Everyone
enjoyed the introduction and discovered that many of the participants are alike in one
or two characteristics.

Angelica L.
Feliciano

Revelyn R.
Lizardo

Arjie M.
Cantancio

Delilah G.
Bassig

John Carlo C.
Katibayan
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PSO Ilocos Norte
Maynard G. Bugarin

PSO Ilocos Sur
Melchor S. Bautista

PSO Cebu
Ferdinand Francisco
E. Salapa

PSO Iloilo
Donna Rose I. Sequio

Training Design and Structure
Ms. Maria Carol G. Duran welcomed the
participants in the Training/Workshop on Data
Processing System, Data Review and Validation of the
2017 Survey Results on Costs and Returns of Tomato
Production. She noted that Ms. Vivian R. Ilarina,
Assistant National Statistician of Macroeconomic
Accounts cannot give the opening remarks for this
activity due to her busy schedules. On the other hand,
she told everyone that Mr. Romeo R. Recide,
Assistant Secretary, Deputy National Statistician of
Sectoral Statistics Office will be coming on the last
day to see the presentation of outputs and give
inspirational message.
Afterwards, she proceeded with the presentation on training design and
structure. She advised that each province would have two (2) partners from the CO who
would help them in encoding the 75 questionnaires as well as in assisting them during
the review and updating of data files.
Day 1 of the training ended at 6:47 PM.
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Presentation of Data Processing System
and Hand-on Encoding of Survey Returns
Day 2
The training and workshop started
at 8:30 AM. The facilitator did an exercise
to energize the group. Then, Ms. Delilah G.
Bassig presented the data processing
system’s rationale, objectives and the data
entry program. First, she reminded the
participants of the purpose of the training.
She emphasized the importance of
understanding
and
following
the
instructions and procedures of the data
processing system of 2017 Survey on Costs and Returns of Tomato Production in order
to generate quality statistics. Ms. Bassig kidded that the morning exercise was
intentionally made for the hands so as to prepare everyone for the two (2) days handson encoding of the survey returns.

Ms. Bassig also noted that if the data collection is the heart of statistical surveys,
data processing is considered the backbone because if they do not encode and process
the data collected, it will be useless. Additionally, she informed the participants that the
processing system for the 2017 SCR Tomato Production was created by the “in-house
IT” of the AAD, Mr. Nestor Asley S. Navarro with the technical guidance of Ms. Frances
Ann G. Alisuag. Finally, she ended her presentation on the Data Entry Program
procedures for Block D (Farm Investments). Mr. Navarro then continued the
presentation on Data Entry Program procedures for Block E (Material Inputs) up to
Block N (Plans and Recommendations).
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After the presentation of the Data
Entry Program, the hands-on encoding of
survey returns was done. The participants
were instructed to encode the 75
accomplished survey questionnaires. Ms.
Maria Carol G. Duran and Ms. Frances Ann
G. Alisuag went around checking on the
group activities and addressed arising
issues/ concerns from the participants.
To facilitate the encoding of survey
returns, a buddy system was implemented.
The Agricultural Accounts Division staff assisted the PSO participants in data encoding
and data review. Each of the PSO and CO staff encoded 25 questionnaires. The groupings
for each province were as follows:
Province
Ilocos Norte

PSO Staff
Maynard G. Bugarin

AAD Staff
Arjie M. Cantancio and
Revelyn R. Lizardo

Ilocos Sur

Melchor S. Bautista

Nestor Asley S. Navarro and
Angelica L. Feliciano

Iloilo

Donna Rose I. Sequio

Frances Ann G. Alisuag,
Ronnie R. Hermoso and
John Carlo C. Katibayan

Cebu

Ferdinand Franciso E. Salapa

Delilah G. Bassig and
Eden R. Maitem

Following were the issues/concerns and resolutions during the discussion:
TOPIC
Block F
(Labor Inputs)

ISSUES/CONCERNS
On the system, entries for hired
labor
by
contract
were
instructed to be coded 11 then
12 and so on. Why is it that in
the other activities, coding
started on 1.01 then 1.02 and so
on? Can we change the codes for
hired labor as 11.01, 11.02?

RESOLUTIONS
It was intended to code the
hired labor by contract as 11,
12 and so on, so that the
formula or the program
syntax will be shorter and
easier to troubleshoot. No
need to change the codes into
11.01, 11.02…
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TOPIC
Block H
(Production and
Disposition)

ISSUES/CONCERNS
In Illustration 10.2 of the
Manual, why is it that the cells/
boxes for the total disposition
are all equal to 1 even though
there
was
no
encoded
production?

RESOLUTIONS
The illustration should be
corrected. The system will
automatically sum up the
disposition items per column.

How can we harmonize the The different units of
different units of production?
production are standardized
into weight per kilogram. The
system has built-in data
validation columns indicating
the weighted quantity and
price per kilogram. This will
allow the analysts to easily
check the accuracy of the
encoded
quantity
of
production and weighted
price per kilogram of tomato.
The session was adjourned at 7:00 PM.

Hand-on Encoding of Survey Returns and
Presentation of Procedures on Data Review,
Cleaning and Updating of Flat File
Day 3
The activities for Day 3 started at 8:45AM. The group continued encoding the
survey returns. Just before the lunch break, Ms. Alisuag asked for an update on the
status of encoding with Ilocos Sur being the fastest at 67 encoded survey returns. It was
followed by Ilocos Norte at 63, Cebu at 61 and Iloilo at 58. Encoding was relatively
challenging especially for Iloilo because the sample farmers reported numerous
investment items and labor inputs were very detailed at multiple harvesting (ex. up to
21 harvests).
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Ilocos Sur

Ilocos Norte

Cebu

Iloilo
Encoding of Survey Returns

In the afternoon, the facilitators gave additional time for data encoding. At
3:00PM, Ms. Angelica L. Feliciano asked the participants to stop encoding and listen to
the presentation of Procedures on Data Review, Cleaning and Updating of Flat File. It
was presented by Ms. Frances Ann G. Alisuag and Ms. Eden R. Maitem.
Ms. Alisuag reminded the participants that
the system cannot incorporate all kinds of data
checks since there are certain types of errors
which cannot be automatically programmed and
only the analyst can check. Thereafter, she
discussed the three (3) components of data
review namely: Completeness Check, Consistency
Check and Accuracy Check.
She mentioned that all red-colored cells in
the Error-List template mean error or
inconsistency. For Block F (Labor Inputs), there
are blue-colored cells which indicate consistency
check of the data in Block D (Farm Investment)
and in Block G (Other Production Costs). Meanwhile, orange-colored cells prompt the
analyst to check the consistency of data in Block H (Production and Disposition). She
reminded everyone that when the error had been verified and corrected, they should fill
the cell with color green to indicate that the data has been updated. She also informed
the participants that the system contained built-in validation (ex. Mandays and Wages
per Hectare, Quantity per Hectare, Price per Hectare, etc.) to facilitate better review of
the household level data. Her presentation ended with the procedures on data review,
cleaning and updating of Block H (Production and Disposition).
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Ms. Eden R. Maitem then continued the presentation on the remaining topics.
She also presented the procedures in reviewing the household level data on costs and
returns using the following worksheets:
o HH_SUMM – consists of summary of
production costs and returns by
individual farmer/operator;
o HH_CC – consists of all cash costs by
individual farmer/operator;
o HH_NCC – consists of all non-cash costs
by individual farmer/operator; and
o HH_IC – consists of all imputed costs by
individual farmer/operator.
Moreover, she advised the participants to
correct and/or update the data in the individual
blocks/worksheets. Any corrections/updates made
in the individual worksheets shall automatically update the figures in the household
costs and returns worksheets.
Finally, she presented the procedures on how to review the provincial costs and
returns table. She noted that the participants should compare the data of production per
hectare with the data on yield released by the Crops Statistics Division (CSD). Likewise,
the estimated gross returns per kilogram generated from the SCR should be compared
with the farm gate price released by the Price Statistics Division (PSD).
After the presentation, the four groups continued encoding the remaining
questionnaires which will be subjected to data review on the following day.
Some issues/concerns raised during the proceedings were the following:
TOPIC
Block G
(Other Production Costs)

ISSUES/CONCERNS

RESOLUTIONS

In Iloilo, the cost of fuel and
oil is incorporated in the
rent for the machine. In the
error-listing program, fuel
and oil turned red because
the sample farmer does not
own a machine but with
man-machine activity and
rent for the machine. In this
case, how do we treat the
data with red cells?

There should be imputed
quantity and cost of fuel
and oil in Block G if there
are man-machine activities
in Block F and machine rent
in Block G. It should be
verified
in
the
questionnaire and/or the
SRs. The analyst can also do
hot-deck
imputation
wherein he uses similar
information within the
array of data to arrive at a
sound imputed quantity
and cost for fuel and oil.
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TOPIC
Block L
(Access to Credit)

Household Level Data

ISSUES/CONCERNS

RESOLUTIONS

It was agreed in the Noted.
previous training that it is
possible for the farmer to
avail
benefit
from
government even though
he is not aware of
programs/interventions
(ex. the case of farm-tomarket roads that were
built for tobacco in Ilocos
yet incidentally benefiting
the tomato farms as well).
In
the
error-listing
template, can we delete the
consistency
check
for
column L1 to column L2?
What if the Net Income is Not necessarily, as long as
negative, should we make it we can justify the negative
positive?
data and the Provincial
Table can represent the
costs and returns of the
province.
A negative income or losses
on the part of sample
farmer do not necessarily
indicate error in the data
because
there
are
numerous factors that
could affect the production
cost structures. It is better
to
check
production
quantity, price, season of
harvest, input usage and
other
production
and
marketing
related
information to verify the
figures.

Day 3 of the training/workshop ended at 7:30 PM.
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Workshop on Data Review,
Cleaning and Updating of Flat File
Day 4
The session started at 9:15 AM. The whole day was allotted for the workshop on
data review, cleaning and updating of flat file using the error-list template. The groups
worked eagerly to finish their data files so that they can focus on other workloads when
they go back to their respective work stations.
During the review, the participants exchanged information about the range of
fertilizers and pesticides usage per hectare, the usual names of fertilizers and pesticides
used in their locality, seeding rates, etc. This sharing of information allowed the
participants to validate their data.
The issue/concern that cropped up in the workshop was as follows:
TOPIC
Provincial
Costs
Returns Table

ISSUE/CONCERN
RESOLUTION
and Wrong formula for the Net- Input the correct formula
Profit Cost Ratio was for the said item in the
adopted in the working file. working file of each
province.

Due to the complexity of the data items for costs and returns, the groups had to
work overtime to review and clean their data files. Although the session ended at 10:00
PM, each group continued their work inside their rooms until about 2:00 AM the
following day.
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Presentation of Outputs
Day 5
The activities for the day began at 8:30 AM. Most of the participants worked on
the remaining data items for review before coming up with the PowerPoint material for
the presentation of preliminary outputs in the afternoon.
Mr. Romeo R. Recide, Assistant Secretary, Deputy National Statistician of Sectoral
Statistics Office was present to see the presentation of output by province. Ms. Maria
Carol G. Duran then introduced the presenters.
The order of presentation was as follows:
Province
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cebu
Iloilo
Ilocos Norte
Ilocos Sur

Presenter
Ferdinand Francisco E. Salapa
Donna Rose I. Sequio
Maynard G. Bugarin
Melchor S. Bautista

Each presenter reported their provincial costs and returns, cost per kilogram
and other indicators of profitability. They also showed charts which indicate the
production cost structure as well as the biggest contributors to the total cost of
producing tomato. Likewise, production volume and value per hectare generated from
the survey were compared to the yield per hectare and farmgate price from CSD and
PSD data, respectively (see Annex 4 for the complete presentation materials of the
individual province).
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After the presentation of output, DNS Romeo Recide
gave a few comments/suggestions and a brief closing
message. First, he thanked all the presenters. Then, he noted
the differences in the provincial results which take into
account a lot of factors such as the variety of seeds planted,
environment, farming practices and prices to which the
commodity was disposed. He also inquired about the contract
growing situation in Ilocos Region which seems to have a
significant impact on their costs structure. He asked about the
advantage of contract growing and why farmers in Ilocos
continued to enter such contract given that the selling prices
of the produce will be very low. The participants from Ilocos
answered that the practice actually gives the farmers
assurance that their produce will be disposed. DNS Recide
then reminded to look into the hidden benefits in contract
growing or take into account the hidden costs of contractors.
He also noted that in the final presentation of results; standardize the
comparison of price data to the closest/nearest data with that of the Price Statistics
Division (PSD) while taking into consideration the proportion of farmers by month of
harvesting.
He then mentioned that this is another product we are offering the world as our
contribution to development. Moreover, he said that the data on costs and returns has
always been our commitment to the Department of Agriculture’s needs for policy and
planning. Additionally, he was pleased to have another edition of costs and returns,
although it is in midway process since the Mindanao group will start field operations on
October 2017. He reminded the participants to “continue doing good quality statistics
that are useful”.
Finally, he asked on the plans for the next survey on costs and returns and said
that he will leave it to Ms. Duran to decide what commodity should be done next to
tomato. He noted that in selecting the commodity, there are things to be considered like
the use and the demand for the data. He thanked the participants once again and wished
them a safe trip back home.
The session adjourned at 6:00 PM.
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